
NEWSLETTER

In December, Metro Vancouver released an eight page FAQ outliniung their
areas of jurisdiction on the Biofuel proposal by Andion & SFN. The document
contains charts that illustrate how this plant compares to similar polluters in
the GVRD. The charts compare Semiahmoo RNG to much smaller scale
biofuel operations & a gas and oil refinery making an ‘apples to oranges’
comparison which aims to downplay the impact of this plant. The most
obvious comparison is the Surrey Biofuel facility which emissions values are
not shown. 

The report continues to compare emissions factors from other polluters in
unrelated activities such a farming and border traffic in an attempt to
smokescreen the harm of this plant on our environment and our health. An
important question: why are the background emissions shown in the FAQ not
factored into Andion’s Air Modelling Charts as baseline pollutants contributing
to overall exceedances? (As recommended in the BC Air Quality Dispersion
Modelling Guideline cited in this FAQ). Read full FAQ at www.nobiofuel.ca. 
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Give to support the fight! 
Legal aid is top priority. 

Please give at: www.nobiofuel.ca

Are you following
on FACEBOOK 
Share, like and

comment! 

Have you signed our
petition? Over 8900

people have! 
www.nobiofuel.ca 

In January, the City of Vancouver announced a deal to
process green waste at a Renewable Natural Gas
(RNG) plant currently under construction at the
Vancouver Landfill in Delta, BC. This exclusive deal
would place the Semiahmoo RNG into question. If the
same operation exists 32 kilometers closer to
Vancouver and a deal is made between this facility and
the City of Vancouver, then what is the need for the
Semiahmoo plant and how will this plant source material
to be profitable?  

DELTA LANDFILL RNG
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The Federal Government through Natural Resources Canada
contributed $14.4 million. - this has been reported to be
applied to start up costs. including road improvements.
However, we are learning that a $48 million energy fund by
the BC Provincial Government may be in part pledged to this
project.  In October, Natural Resources Canada removed PR
for their portion of funds on their website and posted news
citing an Impact Assessment Review underway to determine
project outcome  (while funding announcements remain on
Financial Post, Andion website and others as of Jan 2024). 

The construction cost of the plant is $36.5 million which is
contributed by a collective of investors and the Business
Development Bank of Canada. Andion’s exact cash
contribution is unknown but we do know they will not be using
all of the $270 million raised by Spring Lane Capital. There are
bigger plans in the works there.

The operating costs are really the interesting part because
Andion/SFN will gross an average of $12 million annually on
this plant. With all the risk, investment and struggle
surrounding this project - a modest $12 milion is garnered
each year. 

Notably, this revenue is essentially tax payer money from the
sale of natural gas to Fortis and the tipping fees from the pick
up of waste from restaurants, grocery stores and large
apartment buildings. What we don’t know is if Metro
Vancouver will be paying them to remove waste from
municipalities other than Vancouver (now that Vancouver has
the Delta Landfill RNG). They will also sell fertilizer to the
farming industry. 

WRITE YOUR
LETTERS!

Write to authorities with comments stating your current opposition to this plant. Be sure to
cite health conditions which would be exacerbated by the plant’s emissions as well as

questions regarding the new Delta Landfill. 

The health care costs are a huge variable. We based our
assumptions on a modest projection that 1:4 residents
living in the 5km radius will suffer from respiratory illness
(emissions plume is likely to be 5 - 10km - but let’s just be
conservative). This would no doubt double the cost of
health care for 7,800 -9000 residents at a rate of $8800
annually. Some illnesses will be more severe and some
less. This doubling assumption accounts for a modest
average. We have data to support this argument based on
increased hospital ER visits in communities with biogas
plants. 

Cost to our environment. This is priceless, but you might be
surprised to know there is a cost here. Government of
Canada has some of the most expensive environmental
clean ups in the world to manage from fall out of the mining
and oil and gas industry with billions allocated to the jobs. If
we compare our fall out with the Esquimalt Harbour clean
up for example we can reasonably expect a clean up here
in White Rock to the tune of $165 milionl. 

As you can see for a Canadian tax payer the math just
doesn’t make sense but if you’re Andion of course it makes
sense; someone else largely pays for this venture and
Andion and partners profit sideways all the way through the
process. 

Note that some assumptions/projections were made
however, the data is sourced from Andion’s own
statements, website & government websites. 
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